10th February 2015

Dear Parents/Carer,

**Re: After School JSSATIS and other Sports**

With the start to the new school year we are seeing a significant change in the way that Registrations for the after school sports will be accepted.

The “new” St Mary’s College Website offers the opportunity for all sport registrations to be recorded directly, alleviating the many sheets of paper that were used previously.

The registration system is very user friendly and is now accepting registrations for term 1 sport. The sports being offered this term for the junior school are as follows:

**SOCCER:** Year 3, 4, 5 and 6  
**TENNIS:** Year 5 & 6

To register your daughter's interest, log onto the School web site and scroll down until the “Sport and Activities” hub appears. Click on this tab and you will find the registration/sign up link, where all relevant details can be recorded. Should you require information on the individual sports, click and you will be directed to all details including sport dates, uniform and general expectations relevant to the chosen sport.

Please ensure that you are proactive in staying up to date with the upcoming sports term by term as late registrations cannot be guaranteed.

Thank you for supporting the school with these new procedures and should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to email me on skemp@smc.tas.edu.au.

Kind regards,

Sheree Kemp  
Sports Administrator